Overview

In this workshop we will learn:

- About the Flip Video and its potential uses in the classroom.
- How you can use the Flip Video in your specific field of study.
- How to make an actual video and modify it in Windows Movie Maker.

Different Uses in the Classroom

- Welcome/goodbye videos at start/end of semester (place in Announcements)
- Videos of short lectures
- Videos of students, i.e. delivering assigned speeches, projects, etc. (may need their written permission first)
- Videos that students produce for projects

Recommended Websites

- http://williamwolff.org/composingspaces/some-recommendations-for-teaching-with-the-flip-video-camera/ (Short and interesting tutorial on how to use the Flip Video.)
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mh6s9gNoFro (Shows how to edit in FlipShare.)
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuygB7pF0RM (Shows how to edit in Windows Movie Maker.)